You can read the recommendations in the user guide, the technical guide or the installation guide for HOTPOINT FZ 962 C.2 IX.
You'll find the answers to all your questions on the HOTPOINT FZ 962 C.2 IX in the user manual (information, specifications,
safety advice, size, accessories, etc.). Detailed instructions for use are in the User's Guide.
User manual HOTPOINT FZ 962 C.2 IX
User guide HOTPOINT FZ 962 C.2 IX
Operating instructions HOTPOINT FZ 962 C.2 IX
Instructions for use HOTPOINT FZ 962 C.2 IX
Instruction manual HOTPOINT FZ 962 C.2 IX
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Manual abstract:
2 Cooking modes Practical cooking advice Cooking advice table Precautions and tips, 22 General safety Disposal Respecting and conserving the
environment Assistance Maintenance and care, 23 Switching the appliance off Cleaning the appliance Cleaning the oven door Replacing the light bulb Sliding
Rack Kit assembly Installation GB  Before placing your new appliance into operation please read these operating instructions carefully. They contain
important information for safe use, for installation and for care of the appliance.  Please keep these operating instructions for future reference. Pass them
on to possible new owners of the appliance. Ventilation To ensure good ventilation, the back panel of the cabinet must be removed. It is advisable to install
the oven so that it rests on two strips of wood, or on a completely flat surface with an opening of at least 45 x 560 mm (see diagrams). Positioning  Keep
packaging material out of the reach of children. The appliance must be installed by a qualified person in compliance with the instructions provided. Incorrect
installation may cause harm to persons, animals or may damage property. Fitting the appliance Use the appropriate cabinet to ensure that the appliance
functions properly.
 The panels adjacent to the oven must be made of heat-resistant material.  Cabinets with a veneer exterior must be assembled with glues which can
withstand temperatures of up to 100°C. @@ 45 m m. @@@@@@The consumption indications on the data plate have been calculated for this type of
installation. Secure the appliance to the cabinet by opening the oven door and putting 4 screws into the 4 holes of the outer frame.
! All parts which ensure the safe operation of the appliance must not be removable without the aid of a tool. 14 Electrical connections ! @@ fitting the power
supply cable 1. @@@@ The socket can withstand the maximum power of the appliance, which is indicated on the data plate (see below).  The voltage
must be in the range between the values indicated on the data plate (see below).  The socket is compatible with the plug of the appliance.
If the socket is incompatible with the plug, ask an authorised technician to replace it. Once the appliance has been installed, the power supply cable and the
electrical socket must be easily accessible. ! The cable must not be bent or compressed. ! The cable must be checked regularly and replaced by authorised
technicians only (see Assistance). ! The manufacturer declines any liability should these safety measures not be observed. 5 cm 58 l voltage: 220-230V~ or
220-230V~ 50Hz maximum power absorbed 2800W (see data plate) Directive 2002/40/EC on the label of electric ovens. Norm EN 50304 Energy consumption
for Natural convection – heating mode: Traditional mode Declared energy consumption for Forced convection Class – heating mode: Baking GB 2. Install
the power supply cable by loosening the cable clamp screw and the three wire contact screws L-N- . Connect the wires to the corresponding terminals: the
Blue wire to the N L terminal marked (N), the Brown wire to the terminal marked (L) and the Yellow to the terminal marked (see diagram). green wire 3.
Secure the cable by fastening the clamp screw. 4. Close the cover of the terminal board. Connecting the supply cable to the mains Install a standardised plug
corresponding to the load indicated on the data plate (see side). @@@@ ! @@@@@@@@@@@@The appliance may produce a slightly unpleasant
odour caused by the burning away of protective substances used during the manufacturing process.  Should the appliance be equipped with an electronic
programmer, to use the electric oven, just press (the symbol will appear on the display) button before selecting the desired cooking function. Cooling
ventilation In order to cool down the external temperature of the oven, some models are fitted with a cooling fan that blows out air between the control panel
and the oven door. ! Once the cooking has been completed, the cooling fan remains on until the oven has cooled down sufficiently. Oven light with the
SELECTOR It goes on when selecting knob. Select the desired cooking mode by turning the SELECTOR knob.
2. Select the desired temperature with the THERMOSTAT knob. See the Cooking advice table for cooking modes and the suggested cooking temperatures (see
Cooking Modes). 3. When lit, the THERMOSTAT indicator light indicates that the oven is heating up to the temperature set.
4. You may do the following during cooking: - change the cooking mode by turning the SELECTOR knob. - change the temperature by turning the
THERMOSTAT knob. - stop cooking by turning the SELECTOR knob to the 0 position. ! Never put objects directly on the oven bottom to avoid damaging
the enamel coating.
! Always place cookware on the rack(s) provided. 17 The electronic cooking programmer GB This feature allows you to program the oven or the grill as
follows:  delayed cooking time for a specified period;  immediate start for a specified period;  timer. Button Functions: H : Timer with hours and
minutes; $ : cooking time; % : end cooking time; ( : Manual change; ) : set cooking time (to count down); * : set cooking time (to start from zero) How to
reset the digital clock When auto is on, it indicates that the length of cooking time and the time it is due to finish have been programmed in automatic
mode. At this point, the oven will turn on automatically at 12:30 and turn off after 30 minutes. @@@@@@@@@@@@@@The button * advances the
hours. The button ) decreases the hours. The time can also be changed in the following two ways: 1. Repeat all of the steps above. 2. @@@@@@@@ if we
assume that the time display reads10:00: 1.
@@ 2. @@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@At this point the symbol H will also turn off. @@ 4. Once the setting process is complete, after approximately
4 seconds the current time will be displayed: 18 Cooking modes Cooking modes ! A temperature value can be set for all cooking modes between 60°C and
Max, except for  BARBECUE (recommended: set only to MAX power level);  GRATIN (recommended: do not exceed 200°C). LEAVENING mode The oven
reaches and maintains a temperature of 40°C irrespective of the position of the THERMOSTAT knob. This mode is ideal for leavening dough made with yeast.
@@@@@@@@@@Pre-heating is not necessary for this cooking mode. @@The best results are obtained if you use one cooking rack only. @@@@s of
the oven.  The openings used for ventilation and dispersion of heat must never be covered.
 Always grip the oven door handle in the centre: the ends may be hot.  Always use oven gloves to place cookware in the oven or when removing it.  Do
not use aluminium foil to line the bottom of the oven.  Do not place flammable materials in the oven: if the appliance is switched on by mistake, it could
catch fire.  Always make sure the knobs are in the l/¡ position when the appliance is not in use.
 When unplugging the appliance always pull the plug from the mains socket, do not pull on the cable.
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Disposal  Observe local environmental standards when disposing packaging material for recycling purposes. Observe existing legislation when disposing
of the old appliance.  The European Directive 2002/96/EC on Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment (WEEE), requires that old household electrical
appliances must not be disposed of in the normal unsorted municipal waste stream. Old appliances must be collected separately in order to optimise the
recovery and recycling of the materials they contain and reduce the impact on human health and the environment.
The crossed out wheeled bin symbol on the product reminds you of your obligation, that when you dispose of the appliance it must be separately collected.
@@@@@@ Regularly check the door seals and wipe clean to ensure they are free of debris so that they stick properly to the door and do not allow heat to
disperse. assistance Communicating:  appliance model (Mod. )  serial number (S/N) This information is found on the data plate located on the appliance
and/or on the packaging. 22 Maintenance and care Switching the appliance off Cleaning the appliance Disconnect your appliance from the electricity supply
before carrying out any work on it.  Never use steam cleaners or pressure cleaners on the appliance.  The stainless-steel or enamel-coated external parts
as well as the rubber seals may be cleaned using a sponge that has been soaked in lukewarm water and neutral soap. If these stains are difficult to remove,
use only specialised products. After cleaning, rinse and dry thoroughly. do not use abrasive powders or corrosive substances.
 Ideally, the inside of the oven should be cleaned after each use, when it is still lukewarm. Use hot water and detergent, rinse and dry with a soft cloth. do
not use abrasive products.  All accessories - with the exception of the sliding racks - can be washed like everyday crockery, and are even dishwasher safe.
Replacing the light bulb To replace the oven light bulb: 1. Remove the glass cover of the lamp-holder. 2. Remove the light bulb and replace it with a similar
one: Wattage 25 W, cap E 14. 3. Replace the glass cover (see diagram).
If the.
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